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2019 FTR™ 1200
FTR™ 1200 & FTR™ 1200 S

Each model combines race-inspired design and nimble handling
with an upright riding position to create a commanding ride. The
new platform is a key component in Indian Motorcycle’s broader
mission to expand its global appeal and reach new riders.

Powertrain*
The FTR™ 1200 and FTR™ 1200 S are propelled by a
powerful new liquid-cooled 1203cc V-Twin engine making
approximately 120 horsepower and 85 ft-lbs of torque.
A flat torque curve ensures a progressive, predictable
power delivery with loads of low-end punch and flexibility.
The engine features a 12.5:1 compression ratio, high flow
cylinder heads, and dual throttle bodies for optimal airflow
and power. Additionally, the engine covers make wide use
of magnesium to reduce weight and utilize a low-inertia
crankshaft that allows the engine to rev to its redline
quickly for thrilling acceleration.

The new platform underwent extensive development and testing
to ensure it meets Indian Motorcycle’s high-quality standards and
performs at the highest levels. The platform accumulated over
one million miles of simulated ride testing and tens of thousands
of test miles on the street with input from racers, including former
Grand Prix riders and Indian Motorcycle’s championship-winning
Wrecking Crew flat track race team.

Fuel Tank
The fuel tank on FTR™ 1200 and FTR™ 1200 S is strategically
located under the seat to make the bike feel more compact
and give it unmatched agility. This design centralizes
the mass, lowers the center of gravity, and allows for an
optimal airbox placement directly above the engine. Fuel
capacity is 3.4 gallons.

Inspired by Indian Motorcycle’s storied history and success in flat
track racing, the FTR™ 1200 and FTR™ 1200 S take design and styling
cues from the championship-winning FTR 750 purpose-built race
bike and the one-off FTR 1200 Custom to deliver a flat tracker for the
street. The platform proudly breaks new ground for an American
motorcycle manufacturer and answers the call of enthusiasts around
the world anxiously awaiting its debut.

Intake
Similar to the FTR 750 race bike, the airbox on the
FTR™ 1200 and FTR™ 1200 S is placed directly above
the engine to optimize airflow and maximize power.
Each bike’s intake features Dual Mikuni Throttle
Bodies and Electronic Throttle Control.
Frame
The FTR™ 1200 and FTR™ 1200 S feature a tubular
trellis style steel mainframe with an aluminum rear
subframe that optimizes rigidity and minimizes
weight. The design features a single side rear shock
mount and aluminum support parts, including the rear
engine mount, mid-frames, and front head mounts. The
frame also includes removable passenger hand-holds.
*Specifications are preliminary and subject to change.
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FRONT SUSPENSION
The front suspension of the FTR™ 1200 and FTR™ 1200 S are comprised of
43mm upside down cartridge forks with 5.9" of travel. The front suspension
has a hollow axle to minimize weight, with a 26.3° rake and 5.1" of trail. The
gold FTR™ 1200 S suspension is fully adjustable with preload, compression
and rebound adjustments.
REAR SUSPENSION
The FTR utilizes a similar rear suspension and swingarm design as the
FTR 750 race bike, with a tubular steel construction and a side mounted
monoshock with 5.9" of travel to ensure maximum grip and compliance.
The swingarm pivot attaches to the engine’s crankcase in order to keep
the wheelbase more compact, while a hollow rear axle helps reduce
weight. The FTR™ 1200 features a monoshock with preload and rebound
adjustments, while the FTR™ 1200 S features a monoshock with an
aluminum piggy-back reservoir that is fully adjustable for preload,
compression and rebound.
TIRES & WHEELS
To further follow the style and design of the FTR 750, Indian Motorcycle®
worked with Dunlop® to create an all-new flat track-inspired street tire that
is exclusive to the FTR. Modeled after Dunlop’s DT3 flat track race tire,
the DT3-R on the FTR™1200 and FTR™ 1200 S are modified for the street –
featuring closer tread blocks, a shallower tread depth, and additional silica
to increase grip and improve wear. Both the FTR™ 1200 and FTR™ 1200 S
feature 19-inch front and 18-inch rear light weight cast aluminum wheels.
BRAKES
The FTR™ 1200 and FTR™ 1200 S feature dual radially mounted 320mm disc
front brakes that are mounted directly to the wheel to decrease weight.
Brembo® Monobloc M4.32 4-piston front calipers ensure exceptional control
and stopping power. A single, 260mm semi-floating disc with a Brembo® P34
2-piston caliper provides stopping power for the rear. ABS is standard on
both models.
DRIVELINE
Both models feature a power-assist slipper clutch inspired by the race
clutch used on the FTR 750 race bike. The design reduces rear-wheel slip
during deceleration for more control and creates a light clutch-lever pull.
The 6-speed sliding mesh transmission ensures easy, crisp gear changes.
The gear primary drive creates a smooth power delivery and requires
minimal maintenance while the chain final drive more effectively transfers
power to the rear wheel.
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EXHAUST
The FTR™ 1200 and FTR™ 1200 S feature a flat track-inspired 2-1-2 design
with brushed stainless-steel construction that provides a uniquely American
V-Twin sound.
Riders looking to upgrade their exhaust can select between a low and high
mount Akrapovic® slip-on exhaust that enhances the sound and style.
HANDLEBARS
Flat track-styled ProTaper® aluminum handlebars further add to the styling
of the bikes. Conveniently located handlebar controls allow the rider to
control all features within the FTR™ 1200 S’s Ride Command® touch screen
system without taking their hands off the handlebar.
PREMIUM FEATURES
Both models feature full LED lighting, including a new high output headlight
to improve visibility. The Indian Motorcycle® Script running light provides
an unmistakable face for the bike. Cruise control comes standard on both
models to ensure a comfortable ride.
RIDE ENHANCING TECHNOLOGY
The FTR™ 1200 S features a host of additional ride enhancing technologies
to let riders further customize the bike to their riding style. It features
stability, traction, and wheelie mitigation control with an inertial
measurement unit that allows for lean angle sensitive adjustments to these
systems to provide more control and confidence. Riders on the FTR™ 1200 S
also have the ability to disable ABS.
Furthermore, FTR™ 1200 S riders can select between three ride modes;
Sport, Standard and Rain, with unique throttle response and traction
control intervention levels to further customize the bike to their
riding preference.
DISPLAY
The FTR™ 1200 features a 4-inch analog gauge with a USB fast charger that
lets riders quickly charge mobile devices. The FTR™ 1200 S features an allnew 4.3-inch Ride Command® LCD touchscreen display with high visibility
and contrast so it’s easy to see in any lighting condition. The display
includes Bluetooth® and a fast charge USB port so that riders can easily pair
mobile devices and control their phone and music from the display. The
display is customizable so riders can select a variety of configurations for
the bike’s speedometer and gauges.
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SPECIFICATIONS
ENGINE: LIQUID-COOLED V-TWIN (60 DEGREES)

BRAKES

Engine
Transmission
Battery
Bore x Stroke
Charging System
Clutch
Compression Ratio
Cooling System
Displacement
Exhaust
Final Drive
Fuel & Capacity
Fuel System
Oil & Oil Capacity
Primary Drive
Horsepower
Peak Torque

Brake System Type
Front Braking System
Rear Braking System
Front Brake Caliper
Rear Brake Caliper

DOHC, 4-valves per cylinder, graded buckets
6-speed, constant mesh / foot shift
12 Volt, 12AH, 240CCA, maintenance free AGM
4.016" x 2.898"
35 amp max output
Assist & slip, multi-plate
12.5:1
Liquid
73 cu in / 1203 cc
2-1-2
Chain / 525HV3X / 116 Link
91 octane recommended, 3.4 gal
Closed loop fuel injection / 60mm bore
SAE 15W60, 4.4 qts
Gear drive wet clutch
120 hp at 8250 rpm
85 ft-lbs at 6000 rpm

Individual front and rear control
Dual 320mm x t5 rotor with 4-piston calipers
Single 265mm x t5 rotor with 2-piston caliper
Brembo® M4.32
Brembo® P34

WHEELS & TIRES

Front Tire
Front Wheel
Rear Tire
Rear Wheel

Dunlop® DT3-R Radial, 120/70R19 60V
Cast 19" x 3"
Dunlop® DT3-R Radial, 150/80R18 70V
Cast 18" x 4.25"

COLOR & MSRP *

Thunder Black 			

$

12,999 US / $15,999 CAN

*Does not include California emissions. Price subject to change.

SUSPENSION

Front Suspension
Rear Suspension

Inverted telescopic cartridge fork, 43mm diameter, 5.9in travel
Monotube IFP, 5.9in travel

CHASSIS

Dry Weight
Ground Clearance
GVWR
Length
Rake/Trail
Seat Height (Laden/Unladen)
Wheelbase
Lean Angle

488 lbs
7.2 in
948 lbs
90 in
26.3° / 5.1 in
31.7 in / 33.1 in
60 in
43 degrees

All specifications are preliminary and subject to change.
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SPECIFICATIONS
ENGINE: LIQUID-COOLED V-TWIN (60 DEGREES)

BRAKES

Engine
Transmission
Battery
Bore x Stroke
Charging System
Clutch
Compression Ratio
Cooling System
Displacement
Exhaust
Final Drive
Fuel & Capacity
Fuel System
Oil & Oil Capacity
Primary Drive
Horsepower
Peak Torque

Brake System Type
Front Braking System
Rear Braking System
Front Brake Caliper
Rear Brake Caliper

DOHC, 4-valves per cylinder, graded buckets
6-speed, constant mesh / foot shift
12 Volt, 12AH, 240CCA, maintenance free AGM
4.016" x 2.898"
35 amp max output
Assist & slip, multi-plate
12.5:1
Liquid
73 cu in / 1203 cc
2-1-2
Chain / 525HV3X / 116 Link
91 octane recommended, 3.4 gal
Closed loop fuel injection / 60mm bore
SAE 15W60, 4.4 qts
Gear drive wet clutch
120 hp at 8250 rpm
85 ft-lbs at 6000 rpm

Individual front and rear control
Dual 320mm x t5 rotor with 4-piston calipers
Single 265mm x t5 rotor with 2-piston caliper
Brembo® M4.32
Brembo® P34

WHEELS & TIRES

Front Tire
Front Wheel
Rear Tire
Rear Wheel

Dunlop® DT3-R Radial, 120/70R19 60V
Cast 19" x 3"
Dunlop® DT3-R Radial, 150/80R18 70V
Cast 18" x 4.25"

COLOR & MSRP *

Indian Motorcycle® Red over Steel Gray		 $14,999 US / $18,499 CAN
Titanium Metallic over Thunder Black Pearl		 $14,999 US / $18,499 CAN
Race Replica				 $15,999 US / $19,499 CAN
*Does not include California emissions. Price subject to change.

SUSPENSION

Front Suspension
Rear Suspension

Fully adjustable inverted telescopic cartridge fork,
43mm diameter, 5.9in travel
Fully adjustable Piggyback IFP, 5.9in travel

CHASSIS

Dry Weight
Ground Clearance
GVWR
Length
Rake/Trail
Seat Height (Laden/Unladen)
Wheelbase
Lean Angle

489 lbs
7.2 in
948 lbs
90 in
26.3° / 5.1 in
31.7 in / 33.1 in
60 in
43 degrees

All specifications are preliminary and subject to change.
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